
Wellness Path

With our multifunctional shower 
heads, the bathroom becomes a 
place of pleasure and relaxation, a 
place where you can nourish your 
psychophysical well-being and 
rediscover your intimacy. 

The collection propose different styles 
to satisfy every need and complete all 
types of environment.

Among its functions, it is possible to 
select the water effect between rain, 
single waterfall, double waterfall, mist, 
tropical waterfall and Kneipp for a 
feeling of complete relaxation. 

Equipped with LED spotlights for 
chromotherapy, you can choose the 
colour gradation of the spotlight or let 
yourself be enveloped by the coloured 
path for a true immersion in physical 
and mental well-being. 

A rainbow of exciting colours and 
water in its various forms combine 
their benefits to create a pleasant 
multi-sensory experience. 

Colours, water and lights can be 
selected manually during the shower, 
or set for an automatic cycle.

Relaxation, magic and amazement  
all in one solution

MYDREAM / CONCEALED MULTIFUNCTIONAL SHOWER HEAD 

The evolution of the 
bathroom as an intimate 
place in which to express 
one’s interiority and 
creativity.

We offer complete and customisable wellness solutions for any 
environment, whether domestic to transform the bathroom  
into a refuge of well-being and relaxation, or professional to 
enrich the proposal of wellness centres and accommodation 
facilities, offering a complete multi-sensory experience in a perfect 
combination between of functionality and emotion. 

We conceive, design and realise tailor-made projects that respond 
to any specific need and desire of our customers, designing 
together the best solution.

Several showerheads in series (single- and/
or multi-jet) controlled by a start button or 
with touch control and electronic faucet.

Sensorial showers are an indispensable 
addition to the wellness area and home 
spa today. Wellness pathways create 
magical settings by combining light 
effects, water effects and fragrances. 
The most sophisticated technologies 
converge in the shower paths for a unique 
and unforgettable wellness experience. 
Depending on the level of interaction 
accorded to the user , there are two levels 
of design of the wellness path.

Level 1: Wellness path that consists of 
starting the path through an on/off push-
button panel and the use of an electronic 
control unit that automatises the activation 
in sequence of the different water jets 
with preset temperature, duration, 
chromotherapy and aromatherapy. 

Level 2: Wellness path using a touch 
control with an electronic faucet, offering 
maximum interaction to the user who 
can independently manage water jets, 
temperature, duration, up to the setting 
of chromotherapy and aromatherapy.

Evocative emotional settings in sequence
MYDREAM / CONCEALED MULTIFUNCTIONAL SHOWER HEADS IN SERIES
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